
Letter to the Editor

Letter to the Editor referring to the article ‘‘Mineral hetero-
geneity affects predictions of intratrabecular stress and strain’’
published in Journal of Biomechanics (volume 44, Issue 3,
Pages 402–407)

We read with interest the recent article ‘‘Mineral heterogene-
ity affects predictions of intratrabecular stress and strain’’ by
Renders et al. (2011). Several recent studies have identified the
importance of incorporating mineral heterogeneity in tissue level
analysis and the paper by Renders et al. adds to this literature. The
authors present a method for assigning an elastic modulus to each
microFE voxel based on the attenuation value of the correspond-
ing voxel from a microCT scan. The implementation of the method
proposed by Renders et al. addresses a critical need many
researchers face when modeling tissue level structures; that of
how to appropriately assign material properties to microFE
models. Such a method could help improve the understanding
of the complex relationship between microstructure and material
heterogeneity as related to the overall macroscopic level bone
strength. Because of the important need and potential widespread
adoption of the method proposed by Renders et al. for deriving
elastic modulus from microCT scan data, we feel it is necessary to
highlight several assumptions that are inherent with this method,
which are not explicitly stated in the text. We hope to clearly
identify and discuss these assumptions such that other research-
ers are aware of the potential limitations when implementing a
similar procedure.

In the article by Renders et al., the authors relate the elastic
modulus of bone tissue to the calcium content. The authors state

‘‘y the tissue stiffness (Et
He; expressed in GPa) for each

element was approximated from the DMB value of the corre-
sponding microCT voxel according to 10log Et¼"8.58þ
4.05 log[Ca] (Currey, 1999; Mulder et al., 2008), where
[Ca]¼(0.4[HA])/2.0 mg/g as approximately 40% of HA consists
of calcium (Roschger et al., 1998) and the specific density of
mandibular trabecular bone tissue is 2.0 g/cm3 (Giesen et al.,
2001).’’

In the equation used to determine [Ca] (calcium content weight
fraction), the authors use the value of the hydroxyapatite density,
[HA], obtained from the microCT scan data for each voxel within a
given specimen. The authors use a constant relationship of 40% to
scale the microCT derived [HA] density to an equivalent calcium
density. The equation also requires a value for the bone tissue
density, which the authors give as a 2.0 g/cm3, to convert the
microCT derived equivalent calcium density into [Ca] (mgCa/g-
dry defatted bone). In the study by Renders et al., the value of bone
tissue density is considered a constant and was taken from the
literature.

The implementation utilized by Renders et al. to convert the
microCT derived HA density to calcium content weight fraction
has several issues related to the following inherent assumptions:

(1) Bone tissue density of dry defatted marrow-free bone is
constant and has a value of 2.0 g/cm3.

(2) The values of [HA] density and bone tissue density used in the
equation to determine the Ca content weight fraction are
independent.

The validity of the first assumption is evaluated with a review of
the literature values for bone tissue density, which have been shown
to vary substantially. For example, Giesen et al. (2001) report a
mean tissue density of 2.14670.054 g/cm3 for human mandibular
cancellous bone in the axial direction. The range based on two
standard deviations on either side of the mean value is 2.038–
2.254 g/cm3. For human cancellous bone taken from the proximal
tibia, Ding et al. (1997) report a mean tissue density of 2.20 g/cm3,
with a range based on two standard deviations of 2.06–2.34.
Hernandez et al. (2001) calculated the tissue density of vertebral
(cancellous) and femoral (cortical) bone samples using ash fraction
and found results ranging from 1.634 to 2.26 g/cm3. Finally, Day
(2005) measured the bone tissue density of dried, defatted speci-
mens from cadaveric proximal tibiae taken from 35 donors ranging
in age from 38 to 85 years. The lowest mean tissue density value
was 2.11; the highest mean tissue density was 2.33. This uncertainty
in bone tissue density is magnified when using the equations from
Currey and Renders et al. to calculate an elastic modulus, due to the
markedly nonlinear relationship. In the example presented by
Renders et al., a tissue density of 2.0 g/cm3 yields an elastic modulus
of 9.0 GPa for an [HA] value of 1130 mg/cm3 (the [HA] value of 791
in Renders et al. is apparently a typographical error). Assuming a
15% greater tissue density (2.3 g/cm3) yields an elastic modulus of
5.1 GPa. Assuming a 15% smaller tissue density (1.7 g/cm3) yields an
elastic modulus of 17.4 GPa. The value of the bone tissue density
used in the equation to covert [HA] density to elastic modulus is
obviously very important.

An additional point related to the first assumption is in regard
to the appropriateness of using a dry defatted bone tissue density
to calculate the calcium content weight fraction. We acknowledge
that for a microCT scan voxel of a dry defatted bone specimen, the
simple division of HA density (mgHA/cm3) by the dry defatted
bone tissue density (g/cm3), and then multiplied by the constant
0.4 factor, will yield the appropriate measure of calcium content
per grams of dry defatted bone (mgCa/g-dry defatted bone).
However, if the specimens are not dry and defatted, additional
calculations (not introduced by Renders et al.) must be per-
formed. For example, if the specimen being analyzed is that of
wet marrow free bone, the voxel of analyzed bone consists of ash,
organics, and water (where previously the dry defatted bone only
consisted of ash and organics). As such, the appropriate tissue
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density should be that calculated from a wet defatted bone to
obtain the calcium content per wet defatted bone (mgCa/g-wet
defatted bone). Using a constant weight fraction of 0.828 g-dry
defatted bone per g-wet defatted bone (O’Flaherty 1991), an
appropriate value for the equation relating Ca content weight
fraction to elastic modulus can be attained.

The second assumption that [HA] (mineral density) and bone
tissue density are independent is contradictory to what one
would expect. The following derivation demonstrates that for a
specimen of dry defatted bone, mineral density and tissue density
are related through the ratio of ash to organic weight.

Using the following definitions: [HA] is the the mineral density
of a bone voxel (hypothetically with no pores) from a microCT
scan, rho_t the tissue density for the same voxel, and V the
volume of the bone voxel.

From the previous definitions, the mineral and tissue weights
for the volume V are

[HA]$V¼mineral weight of the bone voxel and
rho_t$V¼tissue weight of the bone voxel.
Using the underlying constituents of dry defatted bone as

being comprised of ash and organic components, the mineral and
tissue weights can be redefined as

[HA]$V¼mineral weight¼ash weight;
rho_t$V¼tissue weight¼ashþorganic weight.
Ash weight appears as a contributor to both [HA] and rho_t.

Therefore, only for the case where ash weight¼0 (i.e. osteoid)
does the original assumption that [HA] and rho_t are independent
remains true. In all other situations, [HA] and rho_t will be related
through the ratio of ash to organic weight.

In determining the elastic modulus using the approach given
by Renders et al., the ratio of hydroxyapatite density to tissue
density is critical. Unfortunately, the primary output from a
microCT scan is a voxel-based gray scale or attenuation value
that is typically converted to HA density, based on the use of a
manufacturer-specific calibration curve. The bone tissue density,
however, is not directly measured during a microCT scan.

The approach proposed by Render et al. addresses a critical
need for voxel based material property assignment for heteroge-
neous models. However, the question remains of how appropriate
is it to use a constant value of tissue density when the measured
[HA] density on a voxel by voxel varies substantially. At this point

in time it seems reasonable to conclude that if a constant value of
tissue density is used for all voxels, regardless of the local [HA]
density, then there is the potential for substantial error in the
estimated value of the elastic modulus for some voxels.
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Letter to the Editor

Response to ‘Letter to the Editor referring to the article
‘‘Mineral heterogeneity affects predictions of intratrabecular
stress and strain’’ published in Journal of Biomechanics
(volume 44, Issue 3, Pages 402–407)’

We thank Drs. David Wagner and Gary Beaupré for their
interest in our work and their constructive comments. Generally,
we agree completely with their analysis. We realize that, apart
from regional variations in HA concentration, more factors deter-
mine the elastic modulus of a bone tissue. The presented study
can be regarded as a qualitative analysis on how local differences
in HA concentration translate into mechanical behavior of whole
trabecular elements. To that end we only included local differ-
ences in HA concentration, and already these differences
demonstrated to have a considerable influence on trabecular,
and herewith global mechanical behavior of bone. Wagner and
Beaupré emphasize two additional factors that should be taken
into account when using microCT-based local HA concentrations
to study its quantitative influence on trabecular bone mechanical
behavior in finite element analyses. They rightly point out that
these should have been discussed. Below are our two additional
comments about these factors relating to the presented study.

The first deals with the fact that bone tissue density may differ
from 2.0 g/cm3 (this value suggests constancy while ranges
between 1.6 and 2.3 g/cm3 have been reported). However, the
aim of our study was not to determine accurately the magnitudes
of stress and strain, but to look at their changing patterns within
the trabecular elements. We do not think that the assumption of a
tissue density of 2.0 g/cm3 has affected these qualitative results.
Furthermore, our study concerns only trabecular bone of human
mandibles. Giesen et al. (2001) found for this type of bone
a standard deviation of 2.5% in tissue density. Therefore, contrary
to the example in the letter, the effect on tissue stiffness is much
less. However, it still causes an uncertainty in the tissue modulus,
but only of 71 GPa (the range is from 8.21 to 9.94 GPa). From
earlier studies we know that the variation in tissue modulus due
to the differences in mineral density is approximately 5 times
larger. That means that the error introduced by neglecting the
variations in the density is an order of magnitude smaller than the

variations in HA concentration, for which we are introducing
a correction.

Regarding our second additional comment, we agree with the
authors that for future quantitative analysis it is also important that
the equations, which, in the presented study are used for wet
specimens should actually only be applied for dry defatted speci-
mens. And that for wet specimens the equations have to be adjusted
for instance in the way suggested by Wagner and Beaupré.

To conclude, we also assume that the mineral density and
tissue density are correlated. But since the tissue density varies
little in condylar trabecular bone from the mandible we are of the
opinion that ignoring this correlation had little effect on the
intratrabecular stress and strain patterns. However, it is not
difficult to find bone specimens with a much larger variation in
mineral densities. For these specimens we also think that this
correlation can no longer be neglected to answer certain research
questions. The line of thoughts of Wagner and Beaupré as
expressed in their letter is an excellent guide on the additional
contributors to tissue modulus for finite element analyses.
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a b s t r a c t

Knowledge of the influence of mineral variations (i.e., mineral heterogeneity) on biomechanical bone
behavior at the trabecular level is limited. The aim of this study is to investigate how this material
property affects the intratrabecular distributions of stress and strain in human adult trabecular bone. Two
different sets of finite element (FE) models of trabecular samples were constructed; tissue stiffness was
either scaled to the local degree of mineralization of bone as measured with microCT (heterogeneous) or
tissue stiffness was assumed to be homogeneous. The influence of intratrabecular mineral heterogeneity
was analyzed by comparing both models. Interesting effects were seen regarding intratrabecular stress
and strain distributions. In the homogeneousmodel, the highest stresses were found at the surface with a
significant decrease towards the core. Higher superficial stresses could indicate a higher predicted
fracture risk in the trabeculae. In the heterogeneous model this pattern was different. A significant
increase in stresswith increasing distance from the trabecular surfacewas found followed by a significant
decrease towards the core. This suggests trabecular bending during a compression. In both models a
decrease in strain values from surface to core was predicted, which is consistent with trabecular bending.
Whenmineral heterogeneity was taken into account, the predicted intratrabecular patterns of stress and
strain are more consistent with the expected biomechanical behavior as based on mineral variations in
trabeculae. Our findings indicate that mineral heterogeneity should not be neglected when performing
biomechanical studies on topics such as the (long-term or dose dependent) effects of antiresorptive
treatments.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The biomechanical behavior of bone depends not only on its
microarchitecture but also on its mineral content (Currey, 1984;
Hodgskinson et al., 1989; Zysset et al., 1999). In trabecular bone,
e.g., microarchitecture is correlated to the apparent stiffness, i.e.,
Young’s modulus of bone tissue (Liu et al., 2006). However, we
recently have shown that variations in the degree ofmineralization
of bone (DMB) could explain up to 29% of the variance in the
apparent stiffness, emphasizing the importance of this material
property (Renders et al., 2008). Knowledge of the biomechanical

influence of DMB at the trabecular level is still limited and needs to
be expanded.

As a result of the continuous bone remodeling process, trabe-
cular bone tissue is composed of so-called bone packets, each with
its own mineral content corresponding to its tissue age. A highly
specific distribution of the mineral content throughout trabecular
bone has been found with Fourier transform infrared microspec-
troscopy (Paschalis et al., 1997) and back-scattered electron
microscopy (Boyde et al., 1993; Ciarelli et al., 2003; Roschger
et al., 2003; Fratzl et al., 2004). At the trabecular surface, the site
where remodeling predominantly occurs, relatively younger tissue
with a low DMB is found. Whereas, the relatively older and more
mineralized tissue is found with increasing distance from the
trabecular surfaces (Roschger et al., 2003). Althoughaccurate, these
methods are limited by their inability to measure the mineral
distribution in three dimensions. This problem can be overcome
with micro-computed tomography (microCT) that considers the
three-dimensional structure and thus the true spatial distribution
of DMB (Nuzzo et al., 2002; Mulder et al., 2004). Indeed, several
microCT studies have confirmed that mineral heterogeneity exists
at the trabecular tissue level in both developing bone (Mulder et al.,
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2006) and adult bone (Van der Linden et al., 2001; Jaasma et al.,
2002; Bourne and Van der Meulen, 2004; Renders et al., 2006;
Van Ruijven et al., 2007).

The intratrabecular mineral distribution in bone tissue is nearly
constant in healthy adult individuals and is independent of age,
gender, ethnic origin, and skeletal site (Roschger et al., 2001;
Ruffoni et al., 2007). Roschger et al. stated that the remarkable
small biological variance in mineral distribution could suggest the
existence of an evolutionary optimum with respect to the biome-
chanical performance of bone trabeculae. Any deviations from a
normalmineral distribution due to either disease and/or treatment
might therefore be of significant biological and clinical relevance
(Roschger et al., 2006). Nano-indentation studies have determined
a close relationship between variations in tissue stiffness and
the corresponding local mineralization (Rho et al., 1997; Zysset
et al., 1999; Roy et al., 1999;Hoffler et al., 2000;Mulder et al., 2008).
Consequently, a change inmineral heterogeneity caused by unusu-
ally high or low levels of bone remodelingmay be expected to have
considerable effects on trabecular bone biomechanics due to this
close relationship (Currey, 1984; Roschger et al., 1998; Fratzl et al.,
2004; Easley et al., 2010).

MicroCT-based finite element (micro-FE) analysis enables pre-
dictions and visualization of the biomechanical consequences of
variations in bone structure and mineralization (Van Rietbergen
et al., 1995; Van Ruijven et al., 2007; Mulder et al., 2008; Renders
et al., 2008). Nowadays, micro-FE analysis has become a standard
tool to examine trabecular bone’s mechanical properties (Verhulp
et al., 2008). It allows for simulations of a variety of load cases and
can predict local stress and strain patterns at the trabecular level. To
neglect a material property, such as mineral heterogeneity, in
biomechanical simulations could have a significant influence on
the predicted outcome. For example, in newborn porcine trabecular
bone the incorporation of mineral heterogeneity in FE analysis
tends to decrease the predicted average vonMises equivalent stress
and to raise the average equivalent strain (Mulder et al., 2007).
Moreover, predicted intratrabecular stress and strain patternswere
affected. Whether such an influence is similar in adult human bone
is yet to be determined. Compared to newborn bone, adult bone has
had time to develop into a more defined structure due to an overall
loading pattern, which results in differences in structure (e.g.,
trabecular thickness: Mulder et al., 2005, 2006; Renders et al.,
2008). Such structural differences might influence the outcome of
our FE study compared to the previous work.

The aim of our study was to investigate how specimen-specific
mineral distributions can affect predicted intratrabecular distribu-
tions of stress and strain in human adult trabecular bone in FE
models. Thiswasachievedbycomparing twosetsof FE simulations in
whichmineral heterogeneitywas either included or neglected. In the
latter, a homogeneous tissue stiffness was used assuming a homo-
geneous mineral distribution. This means that the mineral content
near the trabecular core will be relatively underestimated, whereas
in the most superficial region it will be overestimated. According to
Currey (1984), a relatively higher mineral content leads to higher
stress and lower strain values. Hence, we expected that in human
trabecular bone both the predicted outcome of average stress and
strain values and their intratrabecular patternswill be affectedwhen
the mineral heterogeneity in FE analysis is neglected.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bone samples

This study was performed using nine right condyles of dentate mandibles
obtained from embalmed human cadavers (mean age: 68714 yr). All cadavers
were stored in amixture of glycerol, alcohol, and phenol. Onlymale specimenswere
used to rule out any influence of postmenopausal osteoporosis. There were no

macroscopic signs of temporomandibular disorders. The use of these human
specimens conforms to a written protocol that was reviewed and approved by
the Department of Anatomy and Embryology of the AcademicMedical Center of the
University of Amsterdam.

2.2. MicroCT

A mCT 40 system (Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) was used to
obtain 3D reconstructions from the trabecular bone of the condylar specimens. The
microCT was equipped with an aluminum filter and a correction algorithm that
compensates for the effects of beam hardening, thereby reducing the estimated
error of the measured linear attenuation to 10% or less (Mulder et al., 2004). Within
all nine condyles, four cubic volumes of interest (3!3!3 mm3)were selected giving
a total of 36 trabecular samples (Renders et al., 2008). Information on the scan and
reconstruction procedures is specified in previous papers (Renders et al., 2006, 2008).

2.3. Finite element analysis

All 36 trabecular samples (nine condyles; four regions per condyle) were
transformed into FE models conforming to our previous FE study (Renders et al.,
2008), using the 3D microCT reconstructions in which the voxels were directly
converted into 8-node brick elements. Two sets of FE models of each trabecular
sample were created by including or neglecting the measured mineral hetero-
geneity (i.e., DMB; Fig. 1A and B). Two sets were defined as heterogeneous and
homogeneous. In the heterogeneous FEmodel the tissue stiffness (Et

He; expressed in
GPa) for each element was approximated from the DMB value of the corresponding
microCT voxel according to 10log Et¼#8.58+4.05 log[Ca] (Currey, 1999; Mulder
et al., 2008), where [Ca]¼(0.4[HA])/2.0 mg/g as approximately 40% of HA consists of
calcium (Roschger et al., 1998) and the specific density of mandibular trabecular
bone tissue is 2.0 g/cm3 (Giesen et al., 2001). This resulted in an average of
Et
He¼11.472.6 GPa and a range of 4.7–16.7 GPa. In the homogeneous FE model

an artificially standardized Et
Ho (9.0 GPa) was empirically chosen (irrespective of the

corresponding microCT attenuation), so that the average Et of both models
approximately coincided (Renders et al., 2008). By back-calculation of Currey’s
(1999) equation, Et

Ho corresponded to an artificial DMB value of 791 mg HA/cm3.
The models were solved using a linear elastic material model and the elements

were considered isotropic with Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 (Kabel et al., 1999; Van Ruijven
et al., 2003). Uniaxial compression in the supero-inferior directionwas simulated by
applying a uniform strain (1%) on the superior surface of the specimen cubes.
Displacement of nodes at the inferior surface was suppressed (Fig. 1C). The supero-
inferior compressionswere assumed to correspondmost closely to the average joint
loading direction (Koolstra, 2002). From the stress and strain tensors, the average
vonMises equivalent stress and equivalent strain were calculated. 3D distributions
of the von Mises equivalent stress and equivalent strain in the trabeculae were
studied by applying a peeling algorithmwritten inMatlab 7.0.4 (Mulder et al., 2005;
Renders et al., 2006: Fig. 1D).

2.4. Statistics

Since no significant differences were found between the four trabecular
subregions, all parameters were averaged per condyle for further analysis (N¼9).
A paired-samples t-test was applied for analysis of average stress and strain values
between both models. Furthermore, a general linear model for repeated measures
was used to analyze the peeling algorithm data: per layer between both models and
the intratrabecular differences within both models (including all 36 trabecular
specimens). In addition, the Bonferroni correctionwas applied to adjust formultiple
comparisons. From frequency distributions the average vonMises equivalent stress,
average equivalent strain and their standard deviation were determined. SPSS
16.0.2 software (SPSS Inc.) was used to perform the statistical analyses. A p-value
o0.05 was considered statistically significant. To avoid the influence of partial
volume effects and resolving power, we did not include the two most superficial
bone layers in the calculation of average values and in any statistical analysis.

3. Results

When mineral heterogeneity was disregarded, the average von
Mises equivalent stress was approximately 3.2 times higher
(stressHo: 3.8070.71 MPa; stressHe: 1.2070.37 MPa; po0.001).
Thus, in the homogeneous model a higher stress was needed to
obtain a similar strain. In both models, an interesting effect was
seen regarding the intratrabecular stress distribution. In the
homogeneousmodel, thehighest stresseswere foundat the surface
with a significant decrease towards the core (po0.001). In the
heterogeneous model this pattern was different. Between 0.008
and 0.032 mm from the trabecular surface the predicted stress
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values increased significantly (po0.001). Amaximumwas reached
at 0.040 mm from the surface. Deeper towards the trabecular core
the predicted stress significantly decreased (po0.005; Fig. 2A).
When both FE models were compared, the overall predicted
intratrabecular stresses were higherwhen themineral distribution
was neglected (Fig. 3: upper plot, solid line; po0.001). However,
when a scaling procedure was applied to the homogeneous model
(that resulted in the same apparent stiffness as that of thematching
heterogeneousmodel; Renders et al., 2008) it resulted in an overall
decrease in intratrabecular stress values. Nevertheless, the pattern
remained the same with the highest stress at the trabecular core
and a significant decrease towards the core (Fig. 3: upper plot,
dotted line). Compared to the heterogeneous model, significant
higher stress values were found at the surface (po0.005) and
significant lower stress towards the core (po0.001).

In retrospect, the validity of our choice for Et
Ho expressed itself in

the fact that the average equivalent strain in both models was not
significantly different (microstrainHo: 7687113; microstrainHe:
7497142). Logically this should be the case because a set strain
(1%) in both models was applied. At the trabecular level, in both
models a significant decrease in strain values with distance from
the trabecular surface was observed (Fig. 2B: po0.001). However,
statistical analysis (general linearmodel for repeatedmeasures) of the
difference in predicted strain per layer between the models showed
a significant difference between both patterns, except between
0.024 and 0.040 mm (Figs. 2B and 3: lower plot, po0.001). The effect
of incorporating mineral heterogeneity as a material property in FE
analysis was also visualized (Fig. 3: middle and right panel). For
instance, regions of lower stress predictions were found in the het-
erogeneous model compared to the corresponding regions in the
homogeneous model (Fig. 3: white bordered selections).

Fig. 2. Intratrabecular distributions of average stress and strain estimations. These
distributions were determined by the stepwise peeling procedure. The x-axis
represents the approximate distance from the trabecular surface. (A) Intratrabecular
distributionof the vonMises equivalent stress in both FEmodels. Note the difference
between the patterns. (B) Intratrabecular distribution of the equivalent microstrain
in both FE models. Standard deviations are a measure for inter-individual variation
(N¼9). N.S.: No significant differencewithin FEmodel. n.s.: No significant difference
between FE models.

Fig. 1. Graphic representation of material property implementation, FE model boundary conditions, and peeling procedure. A microCT-based heterogeneous mineral
distribution (A) or an artificially homogeneousmineral distribution (B) was used to implement tissue stiffness in two different sets of FEmodels. (C) FEmodels were based on
the 3DmicroCT reconstructions, ensuring the correct incorporation of themicroarchitecture. The boundary conditions for all FEmodels (3"3"3 mm3, n¼36)were according
to our previous study (Renders et al., 2008). The direction of loading was supero-inferior. (D) Peeling procedure was used to determine intratrabecular stress and strain
distributions (Mulder et al., 2005; Renders et al., 2006): Layers of bone-containing voxels were consecutively peeled off from trabecular surface to core (average layer
thickness: 7–8 mm). In a small section of trabecular bone several steps of the peeling procedure are depicted with 0–0.09 mm distance from the trabecular surface.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of bone’s
mineral heterogeneity on predicted intratrabecular stress and
strain distributions. This was determined by microCT-based finite
element (FE) analysis. We expected that disregarding mineral
heterogeneity in FE analysis would affect the predicted average
values and patterns of intratrabecular stress and strain. This is
likely due to the relative overestimation of the degree of miner-
alization (DMB) at the trabecular surface compared to the relative
underestimation of this parameter at the core in a homogeneous
FE model.

When mineral heterogeneity was neglected, an average stress
value 3.2 times higher was found in trabecular bone under uniaxial
compression. In addition, significantly higher intratrabecular stress
values were predicted. These results, however, crucially depend on
the choice of Et

Ho in our study setup. When the predicted stresses
calculated with the homogeneous model were scaled, so Et

Ho

matched the averages measured in the heterogeneous model, no
significant difference was found. Nevertheless, the explicit differ-
ence in intratrabecular stress patterns between both models
remained unchanged. The trabecular stress pattern in the hetero-
geneous model, with the lowest stress at the trabecular surface,
corresponds to the profile described by Mulder et al. (2007).
The highest stress values were found at a small distance from

the trabecular surface, suggesting that the trabecular elements
are bent during compression.Without scaling, an overestimationof
the overall intratrabecular stress was predicted using the homo-
geneous model, whereas Mulder et al. noted an underestimation.
Concerning the predicted average strain, the trabecular elements
showed the same tendency as the intratrabecular profile in
newborn porcine trabecular bone (Mulder et al., 2007). The larger
strains found at the trabecular surface indicate that numerous
trabeculae undergo bending deformation. Thus, only a small
discrepancy in predicted stress between both studies exists. This
indicates that the influence of mineral heterogeneity in newborn
porcine trabecular bone is approximately similar to that in adult
human trabecular bone.

Before elaboratingmore on the results of our study, a remarkhas
to be made with respect to our method. Despite the excellent
reputation of morphological analysis by microCT, a question of
its ability to accurately measure mineral distributions remains.
One of the causal factors for this discussion is the beam
hardening effect, which is the process of increasing the average
energy level of an X-ray beam by filtering out low-energy photons.
To overcome this problem a beam hardening correction algorithm
is used leaving only some artefacts in the trabeculae on the
outside of a sample (Mulder et al., 2004). In theory the degree
of mineralization on the outside of the sample is somewhat
higher than the actual mineral values. As a consequence, the

Fig. 3. Left panel: plots of the relative difference of intratrabecular stress/strain patterns between both models (i.e., homogeneous minus heterogeneous). Dotted line in the
upper plot is the stress pattern after a scaling procedure was applied (scaling factor¼Et

He/Et
Ho). n.s.: No significant difference between FE models. Middle and right panel:

visualization of intratrabecular stress and strain distributions estimatedwith FE analysis (color scale increasing stress/strain fromblue to red, and only visible at the cut plane).
Predictions of stress and strainwith the heterogeneous FEmodel in a trabecular cube can be seen in themiddle panel. The right panel represents predictions of stress and strain
patterns in the same trabecular cube but in the homogeneous FE model (i.e., mineral heterogeneity neglected).
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intratrabecular mineral distribution we found would be more
distinct. Additionally, stress and strain patterns should also be
clearer and more significant.

Mineral heterogeneity plays an important role in biological
bone behavior (Currey, 1984). The presence of minerals (i.e.,
hydroxyapatite) gives bone tissue the ability to produce consider-
able resistance to deformation under loading (Martin, 2007).
Thus, the relatively highamount ofminerals found in the trabecular
core is important when the trabeculae are loaded in compression
or subjected to bending. Therefore it contributes to the rigidity of
the bone (i.e., low strains, high stress; Currey, 1984). On the other
hand, relatively less mineralized bone tissue – as observed at the
trabecular surface – is more compliant (low stress) and demon-
strates a greater ability to undergo larger strains (Rubin and
Lanyon, 1985; Turner and Pavalko, 1998; Ciarelli et al., 2003).
This bone behavior is consistent with the predicted behavior of the
trabeculae in our heterogeneous FE model and thus confirms
our findings, although we are obliged to mention that there is a
lack of experimental validation in this study. Care should be taken
when interpreting the results presented and therefore, only
suggestions of possible biomechanical consequences and signifi-
cance are made.

Of interest is how this workmight be appliedmore broadly and,
particularly, how these results can be applied to, for example,
bisphosphonate-treated bone. FE analysis can provide the assess-
ment of biomechanical effects of antiresorptive treatments when
mineral heterogeneity is included. Bisphosphonate treatment
down-regulates bone turnover, which increases the homogeneity
of bone mineral distribution and also the average mineralization
(Fratzl et al., 2007). This increase has been suggested as an
important contributor to increased brittleness of bone tissue
(Mashiba et al., 2001; Bourrin et al., 2002; Day et al., 2004;
Misof et al., 2005; Gourion-Arsiquaud et al., 2010). For example,
due to the increasing mineral homogeneity during treatment,
trabecular stress patterns might shift from those found in our
heterogeneous model to those predicted with the homogeneous
model. The increased stress values at the trabecular surface could
then indicate a significantly higher fracture risk. Therefore, in the
future, it is important to consider the bone mineral homogeneity
caused by bisphosphonate treatment more carefully (Roschger
et al., 1997; Pérez-López, 2004), especially, as a new relevant bone
quality factor when analyzing and predicting the effects of therapy
duration or dose on bone properties in relation to changes in
mineral heterogeneity (Roschger et al., 2003).

To summarize, in adult human trabecular bone mineral hetero-
geneity affects the predicted outcome of intratrabecular stress and
strain patterns as determinedwith FE analysis. The stress and strain
values predicted with the FE analyses in this study may not reflect
the actual measured mechanical properties. Still, our findings do
indicate that mineral heterogeneity should not be neglected in
biomechanical studies on interesting topics such as the (long-term
or dose dependent) effects of antiresorptive treatments. Disregard-
ing this parameter could have a major impact on the outcome of
future fracture-risk FE studies.
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